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ICDF Discussion Forum

Imagine a group of Christians, who happen to be dancers, are sitting at a round table each with his / her
favourite drink and snacks. Imagine them talking about different topics that are important to them, sharing
ideas and viewpoints. They do not always agree but by disagreeing and voicing their viewpoints they begin to
understand each other much better. They talk about dance and all the different facets thereof, theology and how
it applies to their Christian walk and ministry, and they also talk about how they live in a world that is not always
accommodating and the challenges that they face.
This is what we are planning for the ICDF Discussion Forum. How it will work out we cannot say, because the
outcome will depend on the participation of those engaging in the conversation. So why not book your seat and
join in what we hope will be an enriching experience.

Discussion: Consideration of a
subject by a group

Group discussion: a discussion

among participants who have an
agreed topic
Round table: a meeting of peers
for discussion and exchange of
views
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/
discussion
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Join the conversation

We’d love to hear your thoughts on a range of topics relating to dance and dance ministry. From one
sentence responses to a few paragraphs, your experience is valuable.
Discussions are open to everyone.

New topics posted
We have recently opened three new topics:
From the Fitness, Well-being and Movement Meditation Network ... Yoga? Christian yoga? Or not yoga at all?
From the Men in Dance Network... Dance & gender: equal opportunities?
For general discussion ... Worlds of dance: what’s in a name?
To join in the conversation please follow the link https://www.quicktopic.com/share?s=Waac
To see the list of all the previous discussions go to http://icdf.com/en/connect/discussion-forum
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